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1 Executive Summary

The 2018 National Seismic Hazard Assessment (NSHA18) aims to provide the most up-to-date and
comprehensive understanding of seismic hazard in Australia. As such, NSHA18 includes a range of
alternative models for characterising seismic sources and ground motions proposed by members of
the Australia earthquake hazard community. The final hazard assessment is a weighted combination
of alternative models. This report describes the use of a structured expert elicitation methodology (the
‘Classical Model’) to weight the alternative models and presents the complete results of this process.
Seismic hazard assessments are inherently uncertain due to the long return periods of damaging
earthquakes relative to the time period of human observation. This is especially the case for lowseismicity regions such as Australia. Despite this uncertainty, there is a demand for estimates of
seismic hazard to underpin a range of decision making aimed at reducing the impacts of earthquakes
to society.
In the face of uncertainty, experts will propose alternative models for the distribution of earthquake
occurrence in space, time and magnitude (i.e. seismic source characterisation), and how ground
shaking is propagated through the crust (i.e. ground motion characterisation). In most cases, there is
insufficient data to independently and quantitatively determine a ‘best’ model. Therefore it is
unreasonable to expect, or force, experts to agree on a single consensus model. Instead, seismic
hazard assessments should capture the variability in expert opinion, while allowing that not all experts
are equally adept. Logic trees, with branches representing mutually exclusive models weighted by
expert opinion, can be used to model this uncertainty in seismic hazard assessment. The resulting
hazard assessment thereby captures the range of plausible uncertainty given current knowledge of
earthquake occurrence in Australia.
For the NSHA18, experts were invited to contribute peer-reviewed seismic source models for
consideration, resulting in 16 seismic source models being proposed. Each of these models requires
values to be assigned to uncertain parameters such as the maximum magnitude earthquake
expected. Similarly, up to 20 published ground motion models were identified as being appropriate for
characterising ground motions for different tectonic regions in Australia.
To weight these models, 17 experts in seismic hazard assessment, representative of the collective
expertise of the Australian earthquake hazard community, were invited to two workshops held at
Geoscience Australia (GA) in March 2017. At these workshops, the experts each assigned weights to
alternative models representing their degree of belief that a particular model is the ‘true’ model. The
experts were calibrated through a series of questions that tested their knowledge of the subject and
ability to assess the limits to their knowledge. These workshops resulted in calibrated weights used to
parameterise the final seismic source model and ground motion model logic trees for NSHA18.
Through use of a structured expert elicitation methodology these weights have been determined in a
transparent and reproducible manner drawing on the full depth of expertise and experience within the
Australia earthquake hazard community. Such methodologies have application to a range of uncertain
problems beyond the case of seismic hazard assessment presented here.
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2 Introduction

The 2018 National Seismic Hazard Assessment (NSHA18) aims to provide the most up-to-date and
comprehensive understanding of seismic hazard in Australia. This assessment, the results of which
are presented by Allen et al. (2018a), provides a number of key advances over the previous National
Seismic Hazard Model (NSHM12; (Burbidge, 2012; Leonard et al., 2013):
1. Inclusion of a national fault source model (Clark et al., 2016);
2. Development of a homogenised earthquake catalogue including conversion of local
magnitudes to moment magnitudes (Ghasemi et al., 2016; Allen et al., 2018c); and
3. Inclusion of epistemic uncertainty in seismic source models (Griffin et al., 2016).
In the context of Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment (PSHA), epistemic uncertainty is typically
referred to as uncertainty due to incomplete knowledge and data. In principle, epistemic uncertainty
can be reduced by the collection of additional information (e.g., Toro et al., 1997; Al Atik et al., 2010).
Epistemic uncertainty can be characterised through the use of logic trees, with each branch
representing one of multiple alternative models. A key component of including epistemic uncertainty
in the NSHA18 was a call for third party seismic source models put to the Australian seismological
community at the 2015 Pacific Conference on Earthquake Engineering conference in Sydney.
Submitted models were required to comply with a range of criteria, including that they must:
1. have national coverage of continental Australia;
2. have been peer-reviewed through publication in the 2016 Australian Earthquake Engineering
Society conference proceedings or elsewhere; and
3. be able to be made open access to ensure transparency of the final hazard model.
In total, 16 alternative seismic source models were contributed, consisting of eight developed by
Geoscience Australia (Leonard, 2008; Burbidge, 2012; Griffin et al., 2016) and eight by third party
contributors (Hall et al., 2007; Cuthbertson, 2016; Dimas et al., 2016; Dimas and Venkatesan, 2016;
Sinadinovski and McCue, 2016; Mote et al., 2017). The submitted models were classified into the
following classes: background (i.e. large area source zones), regional (i.e. detailed area source
zones), seismotectonic (i.e. models that included fault sources as well as area sources) and smoothed
seismicity models. The diversity of the contributed models demonstrates the diversity in how best to
characterise the sources of seismic hazard in Australia, an outcome that is consistent with
experiences for other nations including New Zealand (Gerstenberger et al., 2016) and Italy (Meletti et
al., 2017), both of which have higher levels of seismicity than Australia.
In order to combine these models into a single hazard model, a complex logic tree was developed.
This logic tree includes branches for weighting the different models (within classes of source modelling
approaches) and the parameterisation of the models (e.g. maximum magnitudes, methods for b-value
calculation etc). The initial logic tree proposed for the seismic source model is shown in Figure 1, with
the branch weights to be determined.
As with the NSHM12, epistemic uncertainty was included for ground motion models (GMM). There are
many published ground motion models that could potentially be used to model ground motions for
seismic hazard in Australia. Almost all of these models have been developed using data from other
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regions of the world, and there are very few recorded strong motion records from moderate to large
earthquakes in Australia that can be used to determine which models are most appropriate for
NSHA18 (Ghasemi and Allen, 2018). As with the seismic source model, a logic tree was developed to
include epistemic uncertainty in ground motion models (Figure 2). Different branches of the logic tree
were applied to each neotectonic super-domain (i.e. cratonic, non-cratonic and extended, and plate
boundary sources, as defined in (Burbidge, 2012). In order to select and weight ground motion
models, they were first classified by the region in which they were developed (e.g. California, Central
and Eastern US, Australia, etc). For each tectonic region, each class of models was given a weight by
the expert. Then, each individual model within a region was given a weight by the expert. This was
done to simplify the process of assigning weights (i.e. so that participants were only assigning weights
to a handful of models at time, as opposed to up to 20 different models at a time). This process also
ensured that the experts did not inadvertently bias the model weighting towards a particular tectonic
region without having a strong rationale for doing so.
For both the seismic source model and the ground motion model logic tree weights, our current
understanding of earthquake science is insufficient for determining which model best represents
nature (Budnitz et al., 1997). Yet there is still a demand to produce an estimate of future seismic
hazard. In situations such as this, expert judgement may be legitimately called upon to provide advice
beyond the bounds of established knowledge (Morgan, 2014). In the context of NSHA18, expert
advice has been called upon to weight the various branches of the seismic source model and ground
motion model logic trees.
In order to include expert opinion in a structured, transparent and reproducible way, we have applied a
structured elicitation process that has at its core the Classical Model (Cooke, 1991). This model is
based on two fundamental concepts:
1. For complex questions that require expert elicitation, it is not reasonable to expect a group
of experts to achieve consensus on the problems (Cooke, 1991; Budnitz et al., 1997;
Aspinall, 2010). To best understand the uncertainty, the variability in judgement between the
experts should be captured in the final results.
2. Not all experts are equally adept at quantifying the limits of their knowledge. The more
over-confident, i.e. underestimating the limits in their knowledge, or under-confident, i.e. overestimating the limits in their knowledge, an expert becomes, the potentially less useful their
input will be in estimating unknown parameters.
Cooke (1991) outlines the use of calibration questions to assess the elicited input of the experts. In
this process, the experts are given a range of subject-relevant questions for which the answers are
th
known by the facilitator. The experts are asked to provide their best estimate, as well as the 10 and
th
90 percentile (i.e., the bounds within which they have 80% confidence that the true answer will fall
between). By statistically measuring how well the true answers fit with the experts’ confidence bounds,
and combining that with a relative measure of the breadth of each expert's uncertainty bounds, a score
can be calculated that describes how well calibrated the experts are on the topic and how well they
assess the limits of their own knowledge. Finally, the elicited input of each expert is weighted based
on their calibration scores.
In this Record, we present the results from the NSHA18 expert elicitation workshops that were held at
Geoscience Australia from 7-9 March 2017. These results form the basis for developing seismic
source and ground-motion characterisation logic trees as used in Geoscience Australia’s NSHA18
(Allen et al., 2018a).
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Figure 1: Initial proposed logic tree and the question sets applied to develop model weights for the seismic source
characterisation. In developing weights for the logic tree, distinct question sets relating to each component were
developed, as indicated in red, relating to the questions show in Appendix A.1.Note that some modifications to
this logic tree were made during the workshop based on feedback of the participants.
Model abbreviations are: Leonard 08 - Leonard (2008); Neotectonic Domains - Clark et al. (2012); NSHM12
Background - Burbidge (2012) and Leonard et al. (2014); S&Mc 16 - Sinadinovski and McCue (2016); Arup - Mote
et al. (2017); NSHM12 HS – Regional model with hotspots from Burbidge (2012) and Leonard et al. (2014);
NSHM12 No HS – Regional model without hotspots from Burbidge (2012) and Leonard et al. (2014); AUS6 Dimas et al. (2016); DIM-AUS - Dimas and Venkatesan (2016); Hall 2007 – Risk Frontiers model, updated version
of Hall et al. (2007); Cuthbertson 2016 - Cuthbertson (2016); GA Fixed – Fixed kernel smoothed seismicity model
by Griffin et al. (2016); GA Adaptive – Adaptive kernel smoothed seismicity model by Griffin et al. (2016); GA
Seismotectonic – NSHM12 regional model with addition of fault source model of Clark et al. (2016); DIM-AUS
Seismotectonic model – DIM-AUS model with addition of fault source model of Clark et al. (2016); AUS6
Seismotectonic model – AUS6 model with addition of fault source model of Clark et al. (2016).
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Figure 2: Initial proposed logic tree and the question sets applied to develop model weights for ground motion
models. Weights were elicited for each neotectonic super-domain (cratonic, non-cratonic, extended and
subduction zone regions.
The models are: A12 - Allen (2012); A12 reduced sigma – modified Allen (2012) (note this model did not end up
being used); Sea09 - Somerville et al. (2009) cratonic and non-cratonic models; AB06 - Atkinson and Boore
(2006); AB06-11 - Atkinson and Boore (2011); C03 - Campbell (2003); Pea11 - Pezeshk et al. (2011); Sea08
NSMP - Silva et al. (2002); Tea02 - (Toro, 2002); YA15 - Yenier and Atkinson (2015); Bea14 - Boore et al. (2014);
CY08 - Chiou and Youngs (2008); CY14 - Chiou and Youngs (2014); CY08 SWISS – modification of Chiou and
Youngs (2008) by Edwards et al. (2016) for the Swiss hazard model (2014);Rea14 - Rietbrock et al. (2013);
Zea06 SWISS – modification of Zhao et al. (2006) by Edwards et al. (2016) for the Swiss hazard model (2014);
Aea15 - Abrahamson et al. (2016); AB03 - Atkinson and Boore (2003); Gea05 - García et al. (2005); MP10 Megawati and Pan (2010).
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3 Methodology

The Classical Model (Cooke, 1991) was implemented with the streamlined approach of Gerstenberger
et al. (2016) at two independent expert elicitation workshops at Geoscience Australia on 7-9 March
2017. The first workshop (7-8 March) considered the seismic source characterisation logic tree and
the second (9 March) considered the ground motion characterisation logic tree. To weight the logic
trees a series of target questions were developed (Section 4), which are given in Appendix A. For both
workshops calibration questions were developed that were specific and relevant to the many aspects
covered in the two workshops. These topics ranged from basic data questions through to the
application of probabilities. A set of expert weights were developed for each workshop independently
based on the experts’ responses to the calibration questions. The experts that participated in each
workshop are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Expert elicitation workshop participants.
Seismic Source Characterisation Workshop
7-8 March 2017

Ground Motion Characterisation Workshop
9 March 2017

Expert

Affiliation

Expert

Affiliation

Trevor Allen

Geoscience Australia

Trevor Allen*

Geoscience Australia

Dan Clark*

Geoscience Australia

Phil Cummins

Geoscience Australia/ANU

Russel Cuthbertson*

Seismology Research Centre

Vicki-Ann Dimas

RMIT/Tonkin + Taylor

Vicki-Ann Dimas*

RMIT/Tonkin + Taylor

Hadi Ghasemi

Geoscience Australia

Hadi Ghasemi

Geoscience Australia

Gary Gibson

University of Melbourne/SRC

Gary Gibson*

University of Melbourne/SRC

Ryan Hoult

University of Melbourne

Jonathan Griffin*

Geoscience Australia

Nelson Lam

University of Melbourne

Nelson Lam

University of Melbourne

Mark Leonard

Geoscience Australia

Mark Leonard*

Geoscience Australia

Paul Somerville*

Risk Frontiers/AECOM

Tim Mote*

Arup

Srikanth Venkatesan RMIT

Mark Quigley

University of Melbourne

Cvetan Sinadinovski* Aramco
Paul Somerville*

Risk Frontiers/AECOM

Mark Stirling

University of Otago

Srikanth Venkatesan

RMIT

Facilitator

Affiliation

Facilitator

Affiliation

Matt Gerstenberger

GNS Science

Matt Gerstenberger

GNS Science

Jonathan Griffin

Geoscience Australia

* model proponent

For the seismic source characterisation workshop, 17 calibration questions were asked of the experts.
For the ground motion characterisation workshop, 16 calibration questions were asked of the experts.
An example calibration question result is shown in Figure 3. The weights for each expert were
developed using a calibration power of 0.4. This value was chosen as a balance between equal expert
weighting (calibration power of 0.0) and full calibration of experts using their calibration scores (power
of 1.0). The rationale for not using the full calibration power is that we do not believe the calibration
questions, being necessarily limited in scope, perfectly assess each expert’s expertise relative to the
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target questions. In practice, the choice of calibration power did not result in large changes to the
assessed weights. Differences in weights obtained using full calibration and those obtained using a
calibration power of 0.4 being generally less than 5% (Figure 4).
To be compliant with ethical standards in normal application of the Classical Model, individual expert
weights are not published. A full list of detailed calibration questions is also not published so that they
may be used again at a later date. The authors may make the calibration questions available on
request.

Figure 3: A screenshot form the Excalibur software showing a source model calibration question related to the
Geoscience Australia Neotectonic Features Database. The question asked respondents to estimate how many
Definite Feature Fault Scarps within the database with length of 20 km or greater have estimated dates of the last
rupture. The responses of 15 experts with their estimated confidence bounds are shown, with the x-axis showing
being the estimated number of features. Each expert response is indicated by a horizontal line numbered 1-15,
with their best estimate shown as an ‘*’ and with their confidence bounds within the square brackets ‘[ --- ]’. In this
case the true answer was 16 features and the 80% confidence bounds across experts ranged from 0 to 92. The
combined expert estimate and confidence bounds are indicated by the line ‘Resul’.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4: Expert assessed weights for source model type for a) equal weighting of all experts (calibration power of
0.0); b) calibration power of 0.4; and c) full calibration of the experts (calibration power of 1.0). Note that
differences in the weights between b) and c) are < 5%.
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4 Target questions

The rationale underpinning each set of target questions is explained below. The full set of target
questions is given in Appendix A.

4.1 Seismic source characterisation
For the seismic source characterisation a total of 10 questions sets were asked. These covered the
following topics:

4.1.1 Seismic source models
These questions first asked respondents to weight each class of source model (i.e. background,
regional, seismotectonic, smoothed seismicity), and then within each class to weight the different
proposed models of that class. The rationale for weighting each class of source model is that each
class is dependent on fundamentally different underlying assumptions. Thus the expert weighting
represents the degree of belief of the experts in these assumptions. For example, background models
are developed based on the assumption that earthquake occurrence rates are uniform over large
regions of Australia, perhaps only varying according to broad geological domains. Conversely,
regional models assume that the spatial heterogeneity of observed seismicity is a good predictor of
future earthquake occurrence rates, and incorporate a more detailed understanding of the geology.
The classification of background and regional area source models was done by Geoscience Australia
a priori. Area source models with source zone boundaries aligning with large-scale geological domains
were classified as background, while models with source zone boundaries enveloping discrete zones
of seismicity and/or aligning with local geological features were classified as regional. All background
source models contain 18 or fewer source zones for continental Australia, while regional source
models have a greater number of sources (up to 125 for the AUS6 model).
Smoothed seismicity models are derived purely from the earthquake catalogue, and assume that the
best predictor of future seismicity is observed seismicity without incorporating geological information.
Seismotectonic models add faults to other models, drawing upon additional geological data. During
the workshop, an additional class of model (smoothed seismicity with faults) was added based on
participant feedback. This class of models used the four submitted smoothed seismicity models that
already met the peer review criteria for inclusion in the NSHA18. This increased the total number of
alternative source models from 16 to 20.
Within each class of model, a number of different seismic source models were proposed by different
authors. While the different classes of model capture different fundamental assumptions about the
spatial distribution of earthquake occurrence rates in Australia, each proposed source model within a
class represents a different implementation of the approach. This includes the subjective choices
made by the model developer, such as determining the boundary of source zones or the
parameterisation of smoothed seismicity models.
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4.1.2 Fault source model inclusion
NSHA18 is the first national seismic hazard assessment for Australia to include fault sources, not just
area source zones. There are a number of different methods for incorporating fault sources into a
seismic hazard assessment, dependent on assumptions of whether the seismic moment rate
contribution from faults is independent of the contribution from moment rates derived from the
instrumental earthquake catalogue. Furthermore, different magnitude-frequency distributions (MFDs)
have been proposed for modelling earthquake occurrence on faults (Youngs and Coppersmith, 1985;
Wesnousky, 1994; Stirling and Gerstenberger, 2018), and earthquakes may be modelled as a Poisson
or clustered process.
Participants were asked to weight combinations of MFD type and method for inclusion of faults. Fault
MFD types considered were Gutenberg-Richter (Gutenberg and Richter, 1944), characteristic (Youngs
and Coppersmith, 1985) and maximum magnitude distributions. Proposed methods for inclusion of
fault sources with area sources were additive (i.e. fault sources are independent of area sources and
their associated seismic moment rate simply added to that of the area sources); moment balanced (i.e.
seismic moment rates were adjusted for area sources that envelope faults to preserve the total
moment rate, as defined by instrumental seismicity within the area source (e.g., Cipta et al., 2017);
and geometrically filtered (i.e. ruptures within the area source zone that intersected a 5 km buffer
around the fault were considered non-physical, and removed from the area source model).
Participants were asked to weight combinations of the MFD type and method of inclusion of fault
sources; this was done as there is some dependence between the two. For example, characteristic
and maximum magnitude MFD types may be preferred for an additive integration method, as fewer or
no small earthquakes on the fault, that may be expected to be captured in the area source zone rate
model, are modelled in these cases.
The participants were also asked to weight whether earthquakes occurring on faults cluster in time, or
are Poisson distributed in time. There is an emerging body of evidence suggesting that earthquakes in
stable continental regions occur as clusters within active periods, followed by long periods of
quiescence, on any particular fault (e.g. Clark et al., 2015). This is in contrast to standard PSHA
methods that assume earthquakes are Poisson distributed in time for any given source. Expert
weights were assigned for the three neotectonic super-domains (cratonic, non-cratonic and extended)
recognising that there is varying evidence for clustering from faults in different tectonic regions.
Neotectonic domains are mapped to neotectonic super-domains using the schema in Table 2, based
on Burbidge et al. (2012).
For the clustering model, two different methods were proposed:
1. Implementation using a logic tree, with branches for active and quiescent periods, weighted to
preserve the long-term slip-rate (following Stirling et al., 2011).
2. Use of a time-dependent non-homogeneous Poisson model to estimate present rates based
on the time since the most recent earthquake on a fault (Biasi and Thompson, 2017); this
method could only be applied to four Australian faults (Cadell, Lake George, Hyden Scarp and
Lake Edgar) for which paleoearthquake histories have been developed, out of a total number
of 379 faults in the fault source model.

4.1.3 Maximum magnitude
Maximum magnitudes are in general highly uncertain. For stable continental regions such as Australia,
where large earthquakes have very long recurrence times, we are unlikely to have seen maximum
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magnitude earthquakes occur within instrumental times. Maximum magnitudes can be informed by
studies of paleoearthquake ruptures, although these are still subject to considerable uncertainty; e.g.
the entire rupture may not be preserved, or it may be difficult to determine whether a large fault has
ruptured in a single event, or as a series of smaller earthquakes (Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984).
Participants were asked to provide weights for a range of maximum magnitude values, based on each
neo-tectonic super-domain. The cratonic super-domain was split into Archean/Non-reactivated
Proterozoic (Neotectonic Domain 1) and Re-activated Proterozoic (Neotectonic Domain3) domains
(Figure 5) as observed fault scarp lengths in Domain 1 are shorter than those in Domain 3 (Leonard
and Clark, 2011).

4.1.4 b-value calculation
Estimation of the Gutenberg-Richter b-value, which describes the relative number of small-to-largemagnitude earthquakes, is dependent on having a sufficient number of earthquakes to calculate
robust statistics. In many cases, smaller source zones in low-seismicity regions have few earthquakes
in the catalogue once catalogue completeness is considered. Therefore, b-values are often calculated
over larger regions, with only the Gutenberg-Richter a-value calculated from the zone itself. Workshop
participants were initially asked to weight logic-tree branches with b-values calculated from individual
source zones, neotectonic domains, neotectonic super-domains, or a single b-value for the entire
continent. It was initially envisioned by Geoscience Australia that b-values would be calculated using a
consistent methodology and catalogue. However, based on feedback from participants, an additional
class of model proponent b-values, representing b-values calculated by model proponents using their
own preferred methodology and catalogue subset, was also added.

4.1.5 Catalogue declustering
For this component, participants were asked to weight alternative branches for whether the
earthquake catalogue should be declustered, to remove foreshocks and aftershocks, prior to
calculation of recurrence statistics. Traditionally, PSHA models are developed assuming earthquakes
are Poisson distributed in time, meaning that earthquakes are independent of each other, requiring
removal of dependent earthquakes from the catalogue. However, determining which earthquakes
should be removed is not always straightforward and some workshop participants argued that
foreshocks and aftershocks still contribute to the total moment rate, and therefore should be used in
calculating recurrence rates, even if this violates the traditional assumption of PSHA that earthquakes
occur independently of each other. Therefore participants weighted logic tree branches for calculation
of recurrence rates using a full earthquake catalogue and a catalogue declustered following the
methodology presented in Burbidge (2012).
This choice was separated for area source zones and smoothed seismicity models. As smoothed
seismicity models depend only on the data in the relatively short earthquake catalogue, and therefore
may be considered to more closely represent the present (as opposed to long-term) seismicity rate,
some workshop participants argued that use of the full earthquake catalogue is particularly appropriate
for smoothed seismicity models.
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Table 2: Simplified mapping of neotectonic domains to neotectonic super-domains.
Neotectonic Domain

Neotectonic super-domain (Mmax
only)

1. Archaean and nonreactivated Proterozoic
cratons

Cratonic (Archaean and nonreactivated Proterozoic)

3. Reactivated
Proterozoic cratons

Cratonic (reactivated Proterozoic)

Neotectonic
super-domain

Cratonic

2. Sprigg Orogen
4. Eastern Australian
Phanerozoic
Accretionary Terranes

Non-cratonic

Non-cratonic

Extended

Extended

5. Eastern extended
continental
6. Western extended
continental
7. Passive margin
extended continental

Figure 5: Australian neotectonic domains. Figure taken from Clark et al. (2012).Domains are aggregated into
super-domains using the schema shown in Table 2.
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4.1.6 Magnitude of completeness models
For accurate recurrence statistics to be determined, the earthquake catalogue should be complete
over the time-space-magnitude window for which statistics are calculated. That is, the window should
not be missing events due to incomplete station coverage of the area of interest. Completeness of the
earthquake catalogue has changed in time due to changes in monitoring networks. Alternative
completeness models have been proposed based on analysis of the history of station operation and/or
analysis of temporal changes in rates of observed earthquakes within the catalogue. Initially, the
workshop considered magnitude of completeness models proposed by Geoscience Australia
(Burbidge, 2012), Cuthbertson (2016) and Mote et al. (2017). An additional completeness model
proposed by Dimas and Venkatesan (2016) was added during the workshop based on participant
feedback.

4.2 Ground motion characterisation
One of the key challenges in assessing earthquake hazard in Australia is modelling the attenuation of
ground motion through the stable continental crust. At present there are only two GMMs (Somerville et
al., 2009; Allen, 2012) that have been developed specifically to estimate ground motions from
Australian earthquakes and are calibrated to moment magnitude, MW. These GMMs, in addition to
models developed outside Australia, were considered for use in NSHA18. GMM selection was
undertaken for three major tectonic region types:
1. Cratonic regions, characterised by thick continental crust with low seismic attenuation;
2. Non-cratonic and extended continental crust, where attenuation of seismic waves is thought to
be higher than cratonic regions; and
3. Subduction intraslab, which broadly encompasses all tectonically active regions on the
Australian plate boundary, including shallow active crustal sources and subduction interface
and intraslab sources. Although many GMMs are developed for only one of these types, due
to the large distance from Australia of these sources, the absence of region-specific groundmotion models that capture the transition from plate boundary to intraplate tectonic regions,
and the limited work undertaken to characterise ground motions from these earthquakes in the
Australian landmass, the additional effort in splitting these regions into different ground motion
model classes was not justified.
To assist the weighting of ground motion models by the expert panel, quantitative ranking techniques
(e.g., Scherbaum et al., 2009) were applied to the candidate GMMs using ground motion data from
small-to-moderate magnitude Australian earthquakes. This analysis was presented during the expert
elicitation workshop, and is reported separately in Ghasemi and Allen (2018).
For each of the above tectonic regions, a large number of (up to 20) ground motion models were
proposed. To assist the experts to assign weights, the ground motion models were first classified by
the region in which they were developed (i.e. California, Central and Eastern United States, Australia,
Europe and subduction intraslab [only for plate boundary sources]). For each tectonic region, each
class of models (i.e. region) was given a weight by the expert. Then, each individual model within a
class was given a weight by the expert. This simplified the process of assigning epistemic uncertainty
to ground motion model selection.
Due to the large number of ground motion models that could be used in Australia, a further
simplification of the results was made in order to ensure that hazard computations were achievable
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within the required timeframes. This was done by rejecting the lower 25% percentile weighted GMMs
for each tectonic region type and redistributing the weights to the remaining models. The algorithm
used was:
1. For each tectonic region type, define the number of models n that account for 75% of the
model weights;
2. Find lowest globally weighted model;
3. Within the model’s region (e.g. Australia, Europe):
a. Set the weight of the lowest-weighted model to zero;
b. Evenly redistribute the weight amongst the remaining models within the region;
c.

If there are no remaining models within a GMM region, the weight for that region is redistributed evenly across the other regions;

4. Iteratively repeat until the number of models with non-zero weights = n.
This method preserves the weight given to each model development region while reducing the total
number of models used, and hence computation time of subsequent seismic hazard analyses.
In addition to the selection and weighting of ground motion models for each tectonic region type,
workshop participants were also asked to weight alternative choices for the maximum source to site
distance over which ground motions would be calculated. This distance should be defined such that all
ground motions of significance to the final hazard calculations for a given site are considered, while
balancing the increase in computational demands that comes with increasing the maximum ground
motion calculation distance. Due to the larger maximum magnitudes expected for plate boundary
region sources, and therefore expected greater distances over which significant ground motions may
occur, the expert panel was asked to separately weight alternative maximum calculation distances for
continental (including cratonic, non-cratonic and extended tectonic region types) and plate boundary
source regions.

14
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5 Results

The following section presents the outcomes of the expert elicitation process for each set of questions
for which model weights were elicited, including the final weights given to branch of the logic tree. The
weights presented here represent the median of the calibrated distribution of weights for each
th
th
question set. 10 and 90 percentiles of the calibrated distribution of weights for each question set are
given in Appendix B. The logic trees as used for the NSHA18 hazard calculations are modified slightly
from the results of the expert elicitation presented herein. The rational for these modifications is
provided in Allen et al. (2018a). The final NSHA18 logic tree files in the Global Earthquake Model’s
OpenQuake-engine format (Pagani et al., 2014) are available in a companion Geoscience Australia
Record (Allen et al., 2018b), and also publically available on the NSHA18 GitHub repository:
Source model logic tree:
https://github.com/GeoscienceAustralia/NSHA2018/blob/master/source_models/logic_trees/nsha18_s
ource_model_logic_tree.xml; and
Ground motion logic tree:
https://github.com/GeoscienceAustralia/NSHA2018/blob/master/shared/NSHA18_Aus_GMPE_75thp_l
ogic_tree_cal_power_p0.4_simplified_July18.xml.

5.1 Seismic source characterisation
For the seismic source characterisation a total of 10 questions sets were asked. Figures 6 – 10 plot
the expert assigned weights for each class of source model, and each model within each class. The
weights are summarised in Table 3.
Figures 11 – 16 plot the expert-assigned weights for each source model parameterisation question
set. The weights for each set are summarised in Table 4 – 9.
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Figure 6: Weights applied to each class of source model. Note that the ‘smoothed + faults’ class was added
during the workshop based on participant feedback.

Figure 7: Model weights for the proposed background source models.
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Figure 8: Model weights for the proposed regional source models.

Figure 9: Model weights for the proposed smoothed seismicity models. The same weights were applied to each of
the ‘smoothed + faults’ models based on agreement of workshop participants.
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Figure 10: Model weights for the proposed seismotectonic models.
Table 3: List of Geoscience Australia and third-party source models considered for use in the NSHA18 together
with their assigned weights from the Expert Elicitation Workshop.
Model Name

Model Type

Inter-Class
Weight

Intra-Class
Reference
Weight
0.254

Dimas et al. (2016)

0.261

Dimas and Venkatesan (2016)

0.353

Burbidge (2012) and Leonard et al. (2014)

NSHM12 Hotspots

0.132

Burbidge (2012) and Leonard et al. (2014)

ARUP

0.340

Mote et al. (2017)

Leonard

0.174

Leonard (2008)

0.303

Clark et al. (2012)

NSHM12 Background

0.119

Burbidge (2012) and Leonard et al. (2014)

Sinadinovski & McCue

0.064

Sinadinovski and McCue (2016)

Cuthbertson

0.194

Cuthbertson (2016)

0.427

Griffin et al. (2016)

0.155

Griffin et al. (2016)

Risk Frontiers

0.224

Hall et al. (2007)

AUS6 with NFSM

0.215

Dimas et al. (2016)

0.273

Dimas and Venkatesan (2016)

NSHM12 with NFSM

0.512

Griffin et al. (2016) and Clark et al. (2016)

Cuthbertson

0.194

Cuthbertson (2016)

0.427

Griffin et al. (2016)

0.155

Griffin et al. (2016)

0.224

Hall et al. (2007)

AUS6
DIM-AUS
NSHM12

Neotectonic Domains

Adaptive Smoothing
Fixed Kernel Smoothing

DIM-AUS with NFSM

Regional

Background

Smoothed
Seismicity

Seismotectonic

Smoothed
Adaptive Smoothing
Seismicity with
Fixed Kernel Smoothing
NFSM
Risk Frontiers
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0.062

0.201

0.088

0.400

0.249
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Figure 11: Model weights for the method of including faults sources within the seismotectonic models for a)
cratonic domains; b) non-cratonic domains; and c) extended domains. These methods are combinations of the
magnitude-frequency distribution type (YC = Youngs & Coppersmith; GR = Gutenberg & Richter; MM = Maximum
magnitude) and method of combining faults with the area sources (Add = Add fault moment; MB = Moment
balance; Geom = Geometrically filter faults).
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Table 4: Model weights for the method of including faults sources within the seismotectonic models. These
methods are combinations of the magnitude-frequency distribution type (YC = Youngs & Coppersmith; GR =
Gutenberg & Richter; MM = Maximum magnitude) and method of combining faults with the area sources.
Tectonic Region
Cratonic

Non-cratonic

Extended

20

Fault MFD and inclusion method

Weight

YC Additive

0.354

YC Moment Balanced

0.022

YC Geometrically Filtered

0.124

GR Additive

0.224

GR Moment Balanced

0.103

GR Geometrically Filtered

0.069

MM Additive

0.059

MM Moment Balanced

0.010

MM Geometrically Filtered

0.035

YC Additive

0.411

YC Moment Balanced

0.022

YC Geometrically Filtered

0.160

GR Additive

0.168

GR Moment Balanced

0.050

GR Geometrically Filtered

0.092

MM Additive

0.053

MM Moment Balanced

0.009

MM Geometrically Filtered

0.035

YC Additive

0.396

YC Moment Balanced

0.028

YC Geometrically Filtered

0.166

GR Additive

0.167

GR Moment Balanced

0.033

GR Geometrically Filtered

0.095

MM Additive

0.059

MM Moment Balanced

0.016

MM Geometrically Filtered

0.040
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Figure 12: Weights for modelling earthquakes occurring on faults as a Poisson or clustered process for a) cratonic
domains; b) non-cratonic domains; c) extended domains. Shown in d) are the weights for time dependent and
time independent fault clustering models.

Table 5: Weights for modelling earthquakes occurring on faults as a Poisson or clustered process. Also shown
are the weights for time dependent and time independent fault clustering models.
Tectonic Region
Cratonic

Non-cratonic

Extended

Fault clustering model

Occurrence model

Weight

Poisson

0.554

Clustered

0.456

Poisson

0.460

Clustered

0.540

Poisson

0.563

Clustered

0.437

Time independent

0.582

Time dependent

0.418
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Figure 13: Model weights for maximum magnitudes for a) Archean and non-reactivated Proterozoic cratonic
domains (Neotectonic Domain 1); b) Re-activated Proterozoic cratonic domains (Neotectonic Domain 3); c) noncratonic domains; and d) extended domains.

Figure 14: Model weights for method of calculation of Gutenberg-Richter b-values.
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Table 6: Model weights for maximum magnitudes for each neotectonic domain.
Tectonic Region

Maximum magnitude

Weight

7.1

0.083

7.2

0.183

7.3

0.462

7.4

0.163

7.5

0.109

7.3

0.146

7.4

0.327

7.5

0.224

7.6

0.168

7.7

0.135

7.4

0.156

7.5

0.315

7.6

0.253

7.7

0.188

7.8

0.088

7.5

0.139

7.6

0.239

7.7

0.366

7.8

0.168

7.9

0.088

Archaean/Nonreactivated Proterozoic
Cratonic (Domain 1)

Reactivated Proterozoic
Cratonic (Domain 3)

Non-cratonic (Domains
2 and 4)

Extended (Domains 5, 6
and 7)

Table 7: Model weights for method of calculation of Gutenberg-Richter b-values.
b-value method

Weight

Source zone

0.131

Neotectoic domain

0.211

Neotectonic super-domain

0.411

Continent

0.068

Model proponent

0.179
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Figure 15: Model weights for using declustered or the full earthquake catalogue for a) smoothed seismicity
models; and b) source zone models.

Table 8: Model weights for use of the declustered or full earthquake catalogue.
Catalogue declustering
method

Model type

Weight

GA NSHM12

0.645

Full catalogue

0.355

GA NSHM12

0.743

Full catalogue

0.257

Smoothed seismicity

Source zones
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Figure 16: Model weights for the different proposed magnitude completeness models.

Table 9: Model weights for the different proposed magnitude completeness models.
Magnitude completeness method

Weight

GA NSHM12

0.451

Cuthbertson

0.266

Dimas

0.096

Mote

0.187

5.2 Ground motion characterisation
Figures 17 to 19 show the weights for the selected ground motion models for each tectonic region
type. In each figure, part a) shows the weights for each GMM region; part b) shows the raw weights as
determined for all proposed GMMs; and part c) shows the updated weights for the models accounting
for 75% of the raw model weights. The weights are summarised in Table 10.
Figure 20 and Figure 21 show the expert assigned weights for the maximum cut-off distance used for
calculation of ground motion models. The weights are summarised in Table 11. In order to further
reduce computational demands, in the NSHA18 implementation only the mode of the distribution was
used. This resulted in ground motions calculations being performed for a maximum source to site
distance of 400 km for continental sources (cratonic, non-cratonic and extended tectonic region types)
and 800 km for plate boundary sources.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 17: Expert derived weights for GMMs for non-cratonic and extended tectonic region types, showing a)
weights for each ground motion model region; b) expert assigned weights for all GMMs; and c) updated weights
th
for remaining models after weights from lower 25 percentile models have been redistributed as described in
Section 4.2. The Allen (2012) Reduced Sigma and Yenier and Atkinson (2015) GMMs were removed before
calculation of the re-normalised weights as they are not yet implemented in the OpenQuake-engine.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 18: Expert derived weights for GMMs for cratonic tectonic region type, showing a) weights for each ground
motion model region; b) expert assigned weights for all GMMs; and c) updated weights for remaining models after
th
weights from lower 25 percentile models have been redistributed as described in Section 4.2. The Allen (2012)
Reduced Sigma and Yenier and Atkinson (2015) GMMs were removed before calculation of the re-normalised
weights as they are not yet implemented in the OpenQuake-engine.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 19: Expert derived weights for GMMs for subduction tectonic region type, showing a) weights for each
ground motion model region; b) expert assigned weights for all GMMs; and c) updated weights for remaining
th
models after weights from lower 25 percentile models have been redistributed as described in Section 4.2.The
Allen (2012) Reduced Sigma and Yenier and Atkinson (2015) GMMs were removed before calculation of the renormalised weights as they are not yet implemented in the OpenQuake-engine.
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Table 10: Expert assigned weights for the ground motion model logic tree. Final weights are assigned after redistributing weights from the lowest-weighted 25% of models.
Tectonic
Region

GMM
Region

Australia

CEUS

Raw GMM
Region
Weight

0.413

0.138

NonCratonic
and
extended

California

Europe

Australia

CEUS

0.296

0.153

0.420

0.243

Ground Motion Model

Raw Weight

Final Weight

Allen2012

0.168

0.208

SomervilleEtAl2009NonCratonic

0.166

0.205

SomervilleEtAl2009Yilgarn

0.078

0.0

AtkinsonBoore2006

0.047

0.138

AtkinsonBoore2006Modified2011

0.035

0.0

Campbell2003

0.007

0.0

Pezeshk2011

0.028

0.0

Silva2002MwNSHMP2008

0.017

0.0

Toro2002

0.003

0.0

YenAtk2015

0.002

0.0

BooreEtAl2014

0.127

0.166

ChiouYoungs2008

0.070

0.0

ChiouYoungs2014

0.100

0.130

ChiouYoungs2008SWISS01

0.060

0.153

Rietbrock2013SS

0.034

0.0

Zhao2006AscSWISS05

0.059

0.0

Allen2012

0.154

0.192

SomervilleEtAl2009NonCratonic

0.084

0.0

SomervilleEtAl200Yilgarn

0.182

0.228

AtkinsonBoore2006

0.066

0.124

AtkinsonBoore2006Modified2011

0.063

0.119

Campbell2003

0.019

0.0

Pezeshk2011

0.046

0.0

Silva2002MwNSHMP2008

0.034

0.0

Toro2002

0.011

0.0

YenAtk2015

0.004

0.0

BooreEtAl2014

0.082

0.106

ChiouYoungs2008

0.044

0.0

ChiouYoungs2014

0.066

0.085

ChiouYoungs2008SWISS01

0.052

0.0

Rietbrock2013SS

0.040

0.0

Zhao2006AscSWISS05

0.054

0.146

Cratonic

California

Europe

0.191

0.146
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Table 11 (continued)
Tectonic
Region

GMM
Region

Australia

CEUS

Raw GMM
Region
Weight

0.152

0.229

Subduction
(Banda Sea)
California

Europe

Intraslab
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0.093

0.060

Ground Motion Model

Raw Weight

Final Weight

Allen2012

0.053

0.082

SomervilleEtAl2009NonCratonic

0.051

0.079

SomervilleEtAl200Yilgarn

0.048

0.0

AtkinsonBoore2006

0.048

0.110

AtkinsonBoore2006Modified2011

0.058

0.134

Campbell2003

0.032

0.0

Pezeshk2011

0.039

0.0

Silva2002MwNSHMP2008

0.031

0.0

Toro2002

0.014

0.0

YenAtk2015

0.006

0.0

BooreEtAl2014

0.038

0.099

ChiouYoungs2008

0.022

0.0

ChiouYoungs2014

0.033

0.0

ChiouYoungs2008SWISS01

0.025

0.0

Rietbrock2013SS

0.013

0.0

Zhao2006AscSWISS05

0.023

0.0

AbrahamsonEtAl2015SSlab

0.165

0.176

AtkinsonBoore2003SSlab

0.104

0.111

GarciaEtAl2005SSlab

0.108

0.115

MegawatiPan2010

0.088

0.094

0.466
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Figure 20: Expert derived weights for the cut-off distance for calculation of ground motions for continental source
zones (i.e. cratonic, non-cratonic and extended tectonic region types).
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Figure 21: Expert derived weights for the cut-off distance for calculation of ground motions for plate boundary
region sources.

Table 12: Expert derived weights for the cut-off distance for calculation of ground motions for continental and
plate boundary region sources.
Tectonic Region Type
Continental (cratonic, non-cratonic and
extended)

Plate boundary

32

Maximum Cut-off Distance
(km)

Weight

200

0.170

300

0.253

400

0.310

500

0.205

600

0.062

500

0.120

600

0.275

800

0.380

1000

0.225
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6 Summary

All seismic hazard assessments are subject to uncertainty. Epistemic uncertainty around how seismic
sources and ground motions should be characterised can be modelled through the use of logic trees
where expert-assigned weights are given to different possible parameterisations. For the 2018
National Seismic Hazard Assessment (NSHA18), logic-tree weights were assigned using a structured
expert elicitation methodology (Cooke, 1991) providing transparency and reproducibility to the
process. This method was implemented through two workshops held at Geoscience Australia in March
2017: one to characterise seismic sources and one to characterise ground motions. Workshop
participants represented the collective expertise of the Australian earthquake hazard community,
including representative authors of each of the seismic source models contributed to the NSHA18.
This report details the methodology used, and presents the final expert assigned weights for each of
the target questions elicited. This represents a snapshot in time of current expert judgement about key
uncertainties in seismic hazard in Australia, and can provide a reference to inform seismic hazard
assessments undertaken by others for all or part of Australia. As our understanding of seismic hazard
in Australia progresses, it should be expected that some components of epistemic uncertainty will be
resolved while others may arise. Future national seismic hazard assessments in Australia should
therefore re-consider and update appropriate logic tree structures to capture this uncertainty. It is also
recommended that structured expert elicitation processes, such as that used here, are applied in order
to ensure balanced, transparent and reproducible methods are used to combine expert judgement to
estimate uncertain parameters and their bounds. Such methods also have application to hazard and
risk assessments undertaken for other hazards in Australia.
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Appendix A Target questions

A.1 Seismic source characterisation
Question sets for the seismic source characterisation are given below. Questions in red were added
during the workshop based on participant feedback.

Set 1: Fault source model logic tree
Fault parameters are defined based on the neotectonic superdomains that they are within.
Questions S1Q1 and S1Q2 must sum to 11
_____________________________________________________________________________
S1Q1: For Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
recurrence model using the long-term (Poisson) rate?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q2: For Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
clustered recurrence model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Questions S1Q3 and S1Q4 must sum to 11
_____________________________________________________________________________
S1Q3: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
recurrence model using the long-term (Poisson) rate?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q4: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
clustered recurrence model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Questions S1Q5 and S1Q6 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S1Q5: For Extended domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
recurrence model using the long-term (Poisson) rate?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q6: For Extended domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
clustered recurrence model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Questions S1Q7 and S1Q8 must sum to
____________________________________________________________________________
S1Q7: For models with a clustered recurrence model, what relative weight would you give to a timeindependent bimodal (active and quiescent) recurrence distribution?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q8: For models with a clustered recurrence model, what relative weight would you give to a timedependent rate calculated using a non-homogeneous Poisson model and the timing of the most recent
palaeo-earthquake? (Note this would only be applied where sufficient palaeo-earthquake data is
available)
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Questions S1Q9 - S1Q17 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S1Q9: For Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
characteristic earthquake (Youngs and Coppersmith 1985) magnitude-frequency distribution and
integrated with area source zones using an additive approach?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q10: For Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
characteristic earthquake (Youngs and Coppersmith 1985) magnitude-frequency distribution and
integrated with area source zones using a moment balanced approach that reduces the rate in the
surrounding source zone?
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10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q11: For Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
characteristic earthquake (Youngs and Coppersmith 1985) magnitude-frequency distribution and
integrated with area source zones by geometrically filtering and removing ruptures from the area
source that intersect the fault?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q12: For Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones using an
additive approach?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q13: For Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones using a
moment balanced approach that reduces the rate in the surrounding source zone?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q14: For Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones by
geometrically filtering and removing ruptures from the area source that intersect the fault?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q15: For Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
maximum magnitude magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones using
an additive approach?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q16: For Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
maximum magnitude magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones using a
moment balanced approach that reduces the rate in the surrounding source zone?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q17: For Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
maximum magnitude magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones by
geometrically filtering and removing ruptures from the area source that intersect the fault?
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10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Questions S1Q18 - S1Q26 must sum to 1
S1Q18: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
characteristic earthquake (Youngs and Coppersmith 1985) magnitude-frequency distribution and
integrated with area source zones using an additive approach?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q19: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
characteristic earthquake (Youngs and Coppersmith 1985) magnitude-frequency distribution and
integrated with area source zones using a moment balanced approach that reduces the rate in the
surrounding source zone?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q20: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
characteristic earthquake (Youngs and Coppersmith 1985) magnitude-frequency distribution and
integrated with area source zones by geometrically filtering and removing ruptures from the area
source that intersect the fault?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q21: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones using an
additive approach?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q22: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones using a
moment balanced approach that reduces the rate in the surrounding source zone?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q23: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones by
geometrically filtering and removing ruptures from the area source that intersect the fault?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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S1Q24: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
maximum magnitude magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones using
an additive approach?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q25: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
maximum magnitude magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones using a
moment balanced approach that reduces the rate in the surrounding source zone?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q26: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
maximum magnitude magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones by
geometrically filtering and removing ruptures from the area source that intersect the fault?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Questions S1Q27 – S1Q35 must sum to 1
S1Q27: For Extended domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
characteristic earthquake (Youngs and Coppersmith 1985) magnitude-frequency distribution and
integrated with area source zones using an additive approach?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q28: For Extended domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
characteristic earthquake (Youngs and Coppersmith 1985) magnitude-frequency distribution and
integrated with area source zones using a moment balanced approach that reduces the rate in the
surrounding source zone?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q29: For Extended domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
characteristic earthquake (Youngs and Coppersmith 1985) magnitude-frequency distribution and
integrated with area source zones by geometrically filtering and removing ruptures from the area
source that intersect the fault?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q30: For Extended domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones using an
additive approach?
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10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q31: For Extended domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones using a
moment balanced approach that reduces the rate in the surrounding source zone?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q32: For Extended domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones by
geometrically filtering and removing ruptures from the area source that intersect the fault?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q33: For Extended domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
maximum magnitude magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones using
an additive approach?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q34: For Extended domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
maximum magnitude magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones using a
moment balanced approach that reduces the rate in the surrounding source zone?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q35: For Extended domains, what relative weight would you give to a fault source model with a
maximum magnitude magnitude-frequency distribution and integrated with area source zones by
geometrically filtering and removing ruptures from the area source that intersect the fault?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Set 2: Source model type weighting
Individual source models have been grouped according to their type. Weights will be given for the
type, and in subsequent questions sets weights will be assigned for individual models.
All questions in Set 2 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S2Q1: When comparing different types of source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would you
give to smoothed seismicity models?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q2: When comparing different types of source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would you
give to background area source models?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q3: When comparing different types of source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would you
give to regional area source models?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q4: When comparing different types of source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would you
give to seismotectonic (combined area and fault source models) models?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q5: When comparing different types of source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would you
give to smoothed seismicity seismotectonic models (combined smoothed seismicity and fault source
models)?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Set 3: Smoothed seismicity models
All questions in Set 3 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S3Q1: When comparing all smoothed seismicity source models for NSHA18, what relative weight
would you give to the Somerville fixed bandwith smoothed seismicity model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q2: When comparing all smoothed seismicity source models for NSHA18, what relative weight
would you give to the GA fixed bandwith smoothed seismicity model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q2: When comparing all smoothed seismicity source models for NSHA18, what relative weight
would you give to the GA adaptive bandwith smoothed seismicity model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q3: When comparing all smoothed seismicity source models for NSHA18, what relative weight
would you give to the Cuthbertson smoothed seismicity model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Set 4: Background area source models (without faults)
All questions in Set 4 must sum to 1
S4Q1: When comparing all background area source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would
you give to the revised GA 2013 NSHA background area source model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q2: When comparing all background area source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would
you give to the Sinadinovski and McCue 2016 area source model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q3: When comparing all background area source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would
you give to the Leonard 2008 area source model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q4: When comparing all background area source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would
you give to the Arup source zone model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q5: When comparing all background area source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would
you give to the Neotectonic Domains source zone model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
____________________________________________________________________________
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Set 5: Regional area source models (without faults)
All questions in Set 5 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S5Q1: When comparing all regional area source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would you
give to the revised GA 2013 NSHA regional area source model without hotspots?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S5Q2: When comparing all regional area source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would you
give to the revised GA 2013 NSHA regional area source model with hotspots?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S5Q3: When comparing all regional area source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would you
give to the AUS6 source zone model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S5Q4: When comparing all regional area source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would you
give to the DIM-AUS source zone model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Set 6: Seismotectonic models (combined area and fault source models)
All questions in Set 6 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S6Q1: When comparing all seismotectonic source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would you
give to the GA seismotectonic model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S6Q2: When comparing all seismotectonic source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would you
give to the AUS6 model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S6Q3: When comparing all seismotectonic source models for NSHA18, what relative weight would you
give to the DIM-AUS seismotectonic model?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Set 7: Maximum magnitude
Questions S7Q1 – S7Q5 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S7Q1: For Archean Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude
of 7.1?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q2: For Archean Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude
of 7.2?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q3: For Archean Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude
of 7.3?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q4: For Archean Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude
of 7.4?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q5: For Archean Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude
of 7.5?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Questions S7Q6 – S7Q10 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S7Q6: For Proterozoic Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum
magnitude of 7.3?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q7: For Proterozoic Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum
magnitude of 7.4?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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S7Q8: For Proterozoic Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum
magnitude of 7.5?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q9: For Proterozoic Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum
magnitude of 7.6?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q10: For Proterozoic Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum
magnitude of 7.7?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Questions S7Q11 – S7Q15 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S7Q11: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude of
7.4?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q12: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude of
7.5?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q13: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude of
7.6?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q14: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude of
7.7?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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S7Q15: For Non-cratonic domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude of
7.8?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Questions S7Q16 – S7Q20 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S7Q16: For Extended crust domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude of
7.5?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q17: For Extended crust domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude of
7.6?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q18: For Extended crust domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude of
7.7?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q19: For Extended crust domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude of
7.8?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S7Q10: For Extended crust domains, what relative weight would you give to a maximum magnitude of
7.9?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Set 8: b-value calculation
All questions in Set 8 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S8Q1: What relative weight would you give to b-values calculated at the individual source zone level
(if a sufficient number of earthquakes are present for statistically significant calculation)?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S8Q2: What relative weight would you give to b-values calculated regionally for each neotectonic
domain?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S8Q3: What relative weight would you give to b-values calculated regionally for each neotectonic
superdomain?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S8Q4: What relative weight would you give to a single b-values calculated for the whole continent?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S8Q5: What relative weight would you give to a b-values calculated using methods prescribed by
model proponents?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Set 9: Magnitude completeness models
All questions in Set 9 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S9Q1: When comparing all proposed completeness models, what relative weight would you give the
completeness model used in the 2012 NSHA (Burbidge et al. 2012)?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S9Q2: When comparing all proposed completeness models, what relative weight would you give the
completeness model developed by Cuthbertson (2016)?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S9Q3: When comparing all proposed completeness models, what relative weight would you give the
completeness model developed by Dimus et al. (2016; AUS6)?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S9Q4: When comparing all proposed completeness models, what relative weight would you give the
completeness model developed by Mote et al. (2017)?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Set 10: Declustering models
Questions S10Q1 and S10Q2 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S10Q1: When considering smoothed seismicity models, what relative weight would you give to models
derived from an earthquake catalogue declustered following Burbidge et al. (2012)?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S10Q2: When considering smoothed seismicity models, what relative weight would you give to models
derived from a full earthquake catalogue (no declustering)?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Questions S10Q3 and S10Q4 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S10Q3: When considering area based and seismotectonic models, what relative weight would you
give to models derived from an earthquake catalogue declustered following Burbidge et al. (2012)?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S10Q4: When considering area based and seismotectonic models, what relative weight would you
give to models derived from a full earthquake catalogue (no declustering)?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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A.2 Ground motion model selection and weighting
Target questions for the ground motion model selection and weighting elicitation are given below.
Set 1: Ground-motion model region weighting
Individual ground-motion models (GMMs) have been grouped according to their region for which they
were developed. Weights will be given for the region, and in subsequent questions sets weights will be
assigned for individual models.

Questions S1Q1 and S1Q4 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S1Q1: When comparing different types of ground-motion models for the NSHA18 for Cratonic
regions, what relative weight would you give to Australian GMMs?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q2: When comparing different types of ground-motion models for the NSHA18 for Cratonic
regions, what relative weight would you give to Central and Eastern US (CEUS) GMMs?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q3: When comparing different types of ground-motion models for the NSHA18 for Cratonic
regions, what relative weight would you give to Californian (active tectonic) GMMs?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q4: When comparing different types of ground-motion models for the NSHA18 for Cratonic
regions, what relative weight would you give to European GMMs?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

Questions S1Q5 and S1Q8 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S1Q5: When comparing different types of ground-motion models for the NSHA18 for Non-cratonic
and Extended regions, what relative weight would you give to Australian GMMs?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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S1Q6: When comparing different types of ground-motion models for the NSHA18 for Non-cratonic
and Extended regions, what relative weight would you give to Central and Eastern US (CEUS)
GMMs?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q7: When comparing different types of ground-motion models for the NSHA18 for Non-cratonic
and Extended regions, what relative weight would you give to Californian (active tectonic) GMMs?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q8: When comparing different types of ground-motion models for the NSHA18 for Non-cratonic
and Extended regions, what relative weight would you give to European GMMs?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

Questions S1Q9 and S1Q13 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S1Q9: When comparing different types of ground-motion models for NSHA18 for the Banda Sea, wat
relative weight would you give to Australian GMMs?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q10: When comparing different types of ground-motion models for NSHA18 for the Banda Sea,
what relative weight would you give to Central and Eastern US (CEUS) GMMs?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q11: When comparing different types of ground-motion models for NSHA18 for the Banda Sea,
what relative weight would you give to Californian (active tectonic) GMMs?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q12: When comparing different types of ground-motion models for NSHA18 for the Banda Sea,
what relative weight would you give to European GMMs?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S1Q13: When comparing different types of ground-motion models for NSHA18 for the Banda Sea,
what relative weight would you give to Subduction Intraslab GMMs?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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Set 2: Ground-motion model (GMM) logic tree for Cratonic domains
Questions S2Q1 to S2Q4 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S2Q1: When comparing Australian GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would
you give to the Allen2012 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q2: When comparing Australian GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would
you give to the Allen2012 GMM with reduced sigma?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q3: When comparing Australian GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would
you give to the SomervilleEtAl2009NonCratonic GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q4: When comparing Australian GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would
you give to the SomervilleEtAl2009YilgarnCraton GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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Questions S2Q5 to S2Q11 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S2Q5: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you
give to the AtkinsonBoore2006 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q6: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you
give to the AtkinsonBoore2006Modified2011 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q7: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you
give to the Campbell2003 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q8: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you
give to the PezeshkEtAl2011 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q9: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you
give to the SilvaEtAl2002MwNSHMP2008 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q10: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you
give to the ToroEtAl2002 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q11: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would you
give to the YenierAtkinson2015 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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Questions S2Q12 to S2Q14 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S2Q12: When comparing California GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would
you give to the BooreEtAl2014 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q13: When comparing California GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would
you give to the ChiouYoungs2008 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q14: When comparing California GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would
you give to the ChiouYoungs2014 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

Questions S2Q15 to S2Q17 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S2Q15: When comparing European GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would
you give to the ChiouYoungs2008SWISS01 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q16: When comparing European GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would
you give to the RietbrockEtAl2013SelfSimilar GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S2Q17: When comparing European GMMs for use in Cratonic domains, what relative weight would
you give to the ZhaoEtAl2006AscSWISS05 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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Set 3: Ground-motion model (GMM) logic tree for Non-cratonic and Extended domains
Questions S3Q1 to S3Q4 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S3Q1: When comparing Australian GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what
relative weight would you give to the Allen2012 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q2: When comparing Australian GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what
relative weight would you give to the Allen2012 GMM with reduced sigma?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q3: When comparing Australian GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what
relative weight would you give to the SomervilleEtAl2009NonCratonic GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q4: When comparing Australian GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what
relative weight would you give to the SomervilleEtAl2009YilgarnCraton GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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Questions S3Q5 to S3Q11 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S3Q5: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what relative
weight would you give to the AtkinsonBoore2006 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q6: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what relative
weight would you give to the AtkinsonBoore2006Modified2011 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q7: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what relative
weight would you give to the Campbell2003 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q8: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what relative
weight would you give to the PezeshkEtAl2011 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q9: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what relative
weight would you give to the SilvaEtAl2002MwNSHMP2008 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q10: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what
relative weight would you give to the ToroEtAl2002 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q11: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what
relative weight would you give to the YenierAtkinson2015 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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Questions S3Q12 to S3Q14 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S3Q12: When comparing California GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what
relative weight would you give to the BooreEtAl2014 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q13: When comparing California GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what
relative weight would you give to the ChiouYoungS2008 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q14: When comparing California GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what
relative weight would you give to the ChiouYoungS2014 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

Questions S3Q15 to S3Q17 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S3Q15: When comparing European GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what
relative weight would you give to the ChiouYoungS2008SWISS01 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q16: When comparing European GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what
relative weight would you give to the RietbrockEtAl2013SelfSimilar GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S3Q17: When comparing European GMMs for use in Non-cratonic and Extended domains, what
relative weight would you give to the ZhaoEtAl2006AscSWISS05 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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Set 4: Ground-motion model (GMM) logic tree for Banda Sea sources
Questions S4Q1 to S4Q4 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S4Q1: When comparing Australian GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would
you give to the Allen2012 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q2: When comparing Australian GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would
you give to the Allen2012 GMM with reduced sigma?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q3: When comparing Australian GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would
you give to the SomervilleEtAl2009NonCratonic GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q4: When comparing Australian GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would
you give to the SomervilleEtAl2009YilgarnCraton GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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Questions S4Q5 to S4Q11 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S4Q5: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would you
give to the AtkinsonBoore2006 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q6: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would you
give to the AtkinsonBoore2006Modified2011 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q7: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would you
give to the Campbell2003 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q8: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would you
give to the PezeshkEtAl2011 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q9: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would you
give to the SilvaEtAl2002MwNSHMP2008 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q10: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would
you give to the ToroEtAl2002 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q11: When comparing CEUS GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would
you give to the YenierAtkinson2015 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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Questions S4Q12 to S4Q14 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S4Q12: When comparing California GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight
would you give to the BooreEtAl2014 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q13: When comparing California GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight
would you give to the ChiouYoungS2008 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q14: When comparing California GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight
would you give to the ChiouYoungS2014 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

Questions S4Q15 to S4Q17 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S4Q15: When comparing European GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight
would you give to the ChiouYoungS2008SWISS01 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q16: When comparing European GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight
would you give to the RietbrockEtAl2013SelfSimilar GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q17: When comparing European GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative weight
would you give to the ZhaoEtAl2006AscSWISS05 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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Questions S4Q15 to S4Q18 must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S4Q15: When comparing Subduction Intraslab GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative
weight would you give to the AbrahamsonEtAl2015SSlab GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q16: When comparing Subduction Intraslab GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative
weight would you give to the AtkinsonBoore2003SSlab GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S4Q17: When comparing Subduction Intraslab GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative
weight would you give to the GarciaEtAl2005SSlab GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
S4Q18: When comparing Subduction Intraslab GMMs for use in Banda Sea sources, what relative
weight would you give to the MegawatiPan2010 GMM?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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Set 5: Ground-motion model (GMM) cut-off distances
Questions S5Q1 to S5Q5: must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________
S5Q1: For Cratonic and Non-Cratonic and Extended sources, what relative weight would you give
GMM cut-off distance of 200km?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S5Q2: For Cratonic and Non-Cratonic and Extended sources, what relative weight would you give
GMM cut-off distance of 300km?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S5Q3: For Cratonic and Non-Cratonic and Extended sources, what relative weight would you give
GMM cut-off distance of 400km?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S5Q4: For Cratonic and Non-Cratonic and Extended sources, what relative weight would you give
GMM cut-off distance of 500km?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S5Q5: For Cratonic and Non-Cratonic and Extended sources, what relative weight would you give
GMM cut-off distance of 600km?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

Questions S5Q6 to S3Q9: must sum to 1
_____________________________________________________________________________

S5Q6: For Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would you give GMM cut-off distance of 500km?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S5Q7: For Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would you give GMM cut-off distance of 600km?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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S5Q8: For Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would you give GMM cut-off distance of 800km?
10%__________50%__________90%___________

S5Q9: For Banda Sea sources, what relative weight would you give GMM cut-off distance of
1000km?
10%__________50%__________90%___________
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Appendix B Tables of expert assigned weights

B.1 Weights for seismic source characterisation
Table B.13: Raw calibrated expert weights for the seismic source characterisation target questions. Weights for
the 10th, 50th and 90th percentile are given.
Question ID

0.1

0.5

0.9

S1Q1

0.346

0.544

0.744

S1Q2

0.304

0.456

0.599

S1Q3

0.241

0.460

0.693

S1Q4

0.324

0.540

0.736

S1Q5

0.327

0.563

0.800

S1Q6

0.242

0.437

0.666

S1Q7

0.345

0.582

0.809

S1Q8

0.155

0.418

0.686

S1Q9

0.231

0.354

0.585

S1Q10

0.013

0.022

0.270

S1Q11

0.051

0.124

0.372

S1Q12

0.100

0.224

0.450

S1Q13

0.047

0.103

0.284

S1Q14

0.025

0.069

0.297

S1Q15

0.005

0.059

0.266

S1Q16

0.001

0.009

0.171

S1Q17

0.004

0.035

0.228

S1Q18

0.271

0.411

0.630

S1Q19

0.011

0.022

0.205

S1Q20

0.073

0.160

0.374

S1Q21

0.077

0.168

0.395

S1Q22

0.020

0.050

0.230

S1Q23

0.025

0.092

0.292

S1Q24

0.004

0.053

0.241

S1Q25

0.001

0.009

0.149

S1Q26

0.003

0.034

0.204

S1Q27

0.233

0.396

0.616

S1Q28

0.011

0.029

0.191

S1Q29

0.073

0.166

0.360

S1Q30

0.048

0.167

0.365

S1Q31

0.001

0.033

0.177

S1Q32

0.026

0.095

0.298

S1Q33

0.003

0.059

0.245

S1Q34

0.001

0.016

0.154

S1Q35

0.002

0.040

0.208
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Question ID

0.1

0.5

0.9

S2Q1

0.048

0.088

0.235

S2Q2

0.116

0.201

0.343

S2Q3

0.031

0.062

0.197

S2Q4

0.298

0.400

0.611

S2Q5

0.148

0.249

0.438

S3Q1

0.094

0.224

0.402

S3Q2

0.057

0.155

0.335

S3Q3

0.195

0.427

0.576

S3Q4

0.059

0.194

0.420

S4Q1

0.064

0.119

0.336

S4Q2

0.018

0.064

0.245

S4Q3

0.049

0.174

0.306

S4Q4

0.163

0.340

0.513

S4Q5

0.159

0.302

0.519

S5Q1

0.213

0.353

0.473

S5Q2

0.078

0.133

0.279

S5Q3

0.123

0.254

0.391

S5Q4

0.118

0.261

0.406

S6Q1

0.273

0.512

0.670

S6Q2

0.209

0.215

0.425

S6Q3

0.082

0.273

0.405

S7Q1

0.040

0.083

0.207

S7Q2

0.061

0.183

0.290

S7Q3

0.233

0.462

0.564

S7Q4

0.046

0.164

0.305

S7Q5

0.043

0.109

0.277

S7Q6

0.033

0.146

0.237

S7Q7

0.133

0.327

0.416

S7Q8

0.084

0.224

0.392

S7Q9

0.057

0.168

0.339

S7Q10

0.052

0.135

0.219

S7Q11

0.032

0.156

0.268

S7Q12

0.161

0.315

0.313

S7Q13

0.075

0.253

0.361

S7Q14

0.055

0.188

0.336

S7Q15

0.018

0.088

0.222

S7Q16

0.035

0.139

0.250

S7Q17

0.086

0.239

0.366

S7Q18

0.144

0.366

0.491

S7Q19

0.055

0.169

0.298

S7Q20

0.022

0.088

0.206

S8Q1

0.023

0.131

0.273

S8Q2

0.108

0.211

0.383
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Question ID

0.1

0.5

0.9

S8Q3

0.250

0.411

0.559

S8Q4

0.043

0.068

0.239

S8Q5

0.092

0.179

0.373

S9Q1

0.260

0.451

0.658

S9Q2

0.140

0.266

0.468

S9Q3

0.049

0.096

0.294

S9Q4

0.089

0.187

0.384

S10Q1

0.444

0.645

0.814

S10Q2

0.139

0.355

0.496

S10Q3

0.577

0.743

0.835

S10Q4

0.137

0.257

0.384
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B.2 Weights for ground motion characterisation
Table B14: Raw calibrated expert weights for the ground motion characterisation target questions. Weights for the
10th, 50th and 90th percentile are given.
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Question Id

0.1

0.5

0.9

S1Q1

0.282

0.420

0.608

S1Q2

0.183

0.243

0.359

S1Q3

0.105

0.191

0.282

S1Q4

0.078

0.146

0.245

S1Q5

0.281

0.414

0.626

S1Q6

0.088

0.138

0.238

S1Q7

0.184

0.296

0.411

S1Q8

0.079

0.153

0.258

S1Q9

0.060

0.152

0.272

S1Q10

0.122

0.229

0.330

S1Q11

0.029

0.094

0.201

S1Q12

0.003

0.060

0.158

S1Q13

0.400

0.466

0.738

S2Q1

0.229

0.283

0.385

S2Q2

0.176

0.225

0.444

S2Q3

0.055

0.156

0.269

S2Q4

0.193

0.336

0.544

S2Q5

0.121

0.273

0.428

S2Q6

0.100

0.259

0.382

S2Q7

0.027

0.079

0.135

S2Q8

0.046

0.190

0.308

S2Q9

0.014

0.139

0.237

S2Q10

0.015

0.044

0.095

S2Q11

0.000

0.016

0.067

S2Q12

0.266

0.428

0.588

S2Q13

0.128

0.229

0.356

S2Q14

0.203

0.344

0.481

S2Q15

0.220

0.358

0.497
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Question Id

0.1

0.5

0.9

S2Q16

0.171

0.275

0.406

S2Q17

0.215

0.367

0.526

S3Q1

0.232

0.296

0.418

S3Q2

0.231

0.272

0.518

S3Q3

0.180

0.293

0.460

S3Q4

0.058

0.138

0.189

S3Q5

0.181

0.340

0.439

S3Q6

0.090

0.250

0.385

S3Q7

0.014

0.049

0.103

S3Q8

0.101

0.202

0.301

S3Q9

0.048

0.123

0.210

S3Q10

0.000

0.022

0.103

S3Q11

0.000

0.015

0.103

S3Q12

0.278

0.428

0.575

S3Q13

0.141

0.234

0.378

S3Q14

0.197

0.337

0.491

S3Q15

0.205

0.390

0.534

S3Q16

0.083

0.223

0.396

S3Q17

0.193

0.387

0.605

S4Q1

0.102

0.262

0.420

S4Q2

0.079

0.246

0.425

S4Q3

0.129

0.251

0.371

S4Q4

0.111

0.240

0.367

S4Q5

0.107

0.209

0.336

S4Q6

0.086

0.254

0.416

S4Q7

0.095

0.139

0.258

S4Q8

0.094

0.170

0.311

S4Q9

0.048

0.136

0.237

S4Q10

0.048

0.063

0.159

S4Q11

0.006

0.028

0.075

S4Q12

0.195

0.410

0.577

S4Q13

0.128

0.238

0.374

S4Q14

0.203

0.352

0.500
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73

74

Question Id

0.1

0.5

0.9

S4Q15

0.210

0.410

0.560

S4Q16

0.104

0.211

0.323

S4Q17

0.207

0.379

0.523

S4Q18

0.140

0.355

0.549

S4Q19

0.095

0.224

0.405

S4Q20

0.082

0.232

0.388

S4Q21

0.087

0.189

0.363

S5Q1

0.092

0.170

0.289

S5Q2

0.177

0.252

0.432

S5Q3

0.206

0.310

0.496

S5Q4

0.099

0.205

0.329

S5Q5

0.027

0.062

0.138

S5Q6

0.038

0.120

0.233

S5Q7

0.157

0.274

0.447

S5Q8

0.235

0.380

0.542

S5Q9

0.128

0.225

0.391
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